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Abstract—Process-aware information systems are used to ex-
ecute business processes to reach the operational goals of an
organization. In this context, access control policies are defined
to govern the choice in behavior of such systems. In a role
engineering process these access control policies can be defined
and customized. This paper introduces a new automated ap-
proach to derive access control policies from event logs. For this
purpose, the two standard formats for event logs called MXML
and XES are used. The event logs can be extracted from process-
aware information systems and serve as basis for the derivation
of role-based access control artifacts. It is demonstrated how

this derivation can ease certain steps in the scenario-driven role
engineering process, that are otherwise time-consuming and can
get tedious if conducted manually.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the area of information and system security, access

control policies are defined to regulate the access of users

to certain data or resources [1]. In particular, access control

is concerned with restricting the permissions of legitimate

users to those permissions that are required to perform their

respective tasks within an organization or information system.

Role-based access control (RBAC) [2], [3] and its various

extensions has developed into a de facto standard for access

control. In RBAC roles are granted permissions and users are

assigned to roles, respectively. Therefore, users are equipped

with the appropriate permissions to perform their respective

tasks, e.g. in a process-aware information system. Process-

aware information systems support the execution of business

processes to reach the operational goals of an organization [4].

Process models reflect the desired flow and execution of tasks

in a process-aware information system. Such process models

can serve as basis for the creation and customization of access

control policies.

Scenario-driven role engineering is a systematic approach to

define customized RBAC models, including roles, permissions,

constraints, and role-hierarchies using scenario and process

models as primary communication and engineering vehicle [5].

This process mainly depends on human factors. Thus, many

tasks are time-consuming and can get tedious if conducted

manually. This includes the creation of scenario and process

models, as well as the derivation of candidate RBAC artifacts

from scenario and process models. Nevertheless, preexisting

documents and/or process descriptions may significantly ease

the role engineering process. In case the preexisting documents

are defined in a machine-readable format, they may even be

used to automate some steps of the role-engineering process

(see, e.g., [6], [7]).
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Figure 1. Derivation of access control policies from event logs

This paper presents a novel approach to derive role-based

access control policies in the context of business processes. It

can be used to automate some steps of scenario-driven role

engineering and therefore ease the role engineering process.

The derived policies are related to the actual execution of busi-

ness processes within an organization or information system

and serve as starting point for further refinement and cus-

tomization in the role engineering process. In particular, this

paper demonstrates the application of deriving role engineering

artifacts from event logs which are extracted from process-

aware information systems (cf. Figure 1).

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section

II describes available standard formats to store event logs.

These formats are used in Section III to demonstrate the

approach of this paper. It shows the application of an auto-

mated derivation of role engineering artifacts from event log

formats. Next, Section IV discusses related work, and Section

V concludes the paper.

II. LOGGING OF PROCESS-AWARE INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Process-aware information systems support the execution

of business processes and record this execution in so called

event logs [4]. In general, each process-aware information

system has its own language and structure to store executed

business processes in event logs. As standard van Dongen and

van der Aalst suggest the MXML (Mining XML) [8] event

log format and recently Günther developed a draft standard

event log format called XES (Extensible Event Stream) [9].

In this paper, both formats are used for the derivation of

role engineering artifacts and they are described briefly in the

following sections.



A. Mining XML (MXML)

MXML is an XML-based event log standard format

to store, analyze, and exchange event logs generated by

process-aware information systems [8]. Its meta model is

depicted in Figure 2. A process log (WorkflowLog) con-

sists of processes (Process) including several process in-

stances (ProcessInstance). Each process instance has sev-

eral atomic events (AuditTrailEntry), e.g. starting or com-

pleting a task. The Source of a process log refers to the

information system or software that recorded the events.
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Figure 2. Selected elements of the MXML meta model (cf. [8])

An event is usually defined by the four

subelements WorkflowModelElement, EventType,

Timestamp and Originator. Mandatory elements are

WorkflowModelElements and EventTypes, the former

defining the activity to which the event corresponds, and

the latter defining its specific type. The specific type of an

event can be, e.g., to start, complete, or withdraw the task

instance (for details see [8]). Further, a Timestamp, recording

when the event occurred, and a Originator, defining who

performed the event, can be used.

1<WorkflowLog xmlns:xsi=

"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"

3 xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation=

"http://is.tm.tue.nl/research/processmining/WorkflowLog.xsd"

5 description="Credit card application process log">

<Source program="Credit application software"/>

7 <Process id="P1"

description="Credit card application process">

9 <ProcessInstance id="1" description="Simulated process">

<AuditTrailEntry>

11 <WorkflowModelElement>check for completeness

</WorkflowModelElement>

13 <EventType>complete</EventType>

<Timestamp>2007-01-01T01:36:00.000+01:00</Timestamp>

15 <Originator>Alice</Originator>

</AuditTrailEntry>

17 </ProcessInstance>

</Process>

19</WorkflowLog>

Listing 1. Event log in MXML format

The example in Listing 1 shows an event log

stored in MXML format. It documents an event log

(WorkflowLog) with a process (Process), a process instance

(ProcessInstance) and an event (AuditTrailEntry, line

10-16). This excerpt shows that the activity ”check for

completeness” (WorkflowModelElement) was completed

(EventType) by the performer ”Alice” (Originator) on

the 1st of January in 2007 (Timestamp).

B. Extensible Event Stream (XES)
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Figure 3. Selected elements of the XES meta model (cf. [9])

Extensible Event Stream (XES) is a generic XML-based

interchange format for event logs with the goal to simplify the

storage and interchange of event logs in a standardized way

[10]. The XES process log records events performed in an

information system. Figure 3 shows the meta model elements

of XES and Listing 2 shows an example of an event log in

XES format.

1<log xes.version="1.0" xes.features="nested-attributes"

xmlns="http://www.xes-standard.org

3 openxes.version="1.0RC7"/">

<extension name="Lifecycle" prefix="lifecycle"

5 uri="http://www.xes-standard.org/lifecycle.xesext"/>

<extension name="Organizational" prefix="org"

7 uri="http://www.xes-standard.org/org.xesext"/>

<extension name="Time" prefix="time"

9 uri="http://www.xes-standard.org/time.xesext"/>

<extension name="Concept" prefix="concept"

11 uri="http://www.xes-standard.org/concept.xesext"/>

<string key="source"

13 value="Credit card application software"/>

<string key="concept:name"

15 value="Credit card application process"/>

<string key="description"

17 value="Credit card application process log"/>

<classifier name="Event Name" keys="concept:name"/>

19 <classifier name="Resource" keys="org:resource"/>

<trace>

21 <string key="concept:name" value="P1"/>

<string key="description" value="Simulated process"/>

23 <event>

<string key="org:resource" value="Alice"/>

25 <date key="time:timestamp"

value="2007-01-01T01:36:00.000+01:00"/>

27 <string key="lifecycle:transition" value="complete"/>

<string key="concept:name"

29 value="check for completeness"/>

<string key="org:role" value="Bank Clerk"/>

31 </event>

</trace>

33</log>

Listing 2. Event log in XES format

Equivalent to the MXML example Listing 2 documents

one process (log), a process instance (trace) and an event



(event, line 23-31). The event is defined via the four subele-

ments documenting the time that the event occurred, the

person that performed it, the specification, and the activity

it corresponds to. From Listing 2, it can be seen that ”Alice”

(org:resource) completes (lifecycle:transition) the

activity ”check for completeness” (concept:name) on the 1st

of November in 2007 (time:timestamp).

In XES event, log, and trace are defined through their

subelements. In Listing 2, the name of the process is

given by the value of the string element with the key

concept:name, here ”Credit card application process” (line

14-15). The precise semantic of attributes is defined via

extensions (extension). Either the standard extensions (con-

cept, lifecycle, organizational, time, and semantic) or own

extensions can be used (for details see [9]). The extension with

the name ”Organizational”, e.g., is used for the definition of

originators by the key ”org:resource”. In Listing 2, ”Alice” is

such an originator (line 24).

Each event is identified by its classifier (classifier).

Listing 2 shows the classifier with the name ”Event Name”.

It defines which elements of an event are used for element’s

identification, here concept:name (line 18).

III. DERIVATION OF ACCESS CONTROL POLICIES FROM

EVENT LOGS

In this section it is shown how role engineering artifacts can

be derived from event logs stored in MXML and XES format.

Figure 4 illustrates the different steps taken for this derivation.

A special-purpose XML Analyzer component transforms event

logs in MXML and XES format to candidate role engineering

artifacts. The basis for the transformation of candidate role

engineering artifacts are event logs. These event logs can be

extracted from process-aware information systems that support

the execution of business processes. For a tailored RBAC

model, candidate artifacts are customized by human domain

experts with the help of a role engineering tool (such as the

xoRET tool [11]).
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Figure 4. Task sequence for the derivation of role engineering artifacts

Similar to the approach presented in [7], Figure 5 shows the

structural overview of the XML Analyzer to derive candidate

role engineering artifacts. The XML processor parses XML-

based event log representations from which a DOM tree (see

[12]–[14]) is generated. The Generator component shown in

Figure 5 then accesses the DOM tree to derive candidate role

engineering artifacts. These artifacts can be provided to a role

engineering tool that produces a corresponding runtime model.

Subsequently, the role engineering tool can be used to modify

or refine the respective role engineering artifacts and to build

a tailored RBAC model (see also [5], [11]).
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Figure 5. Deriving role engineering artifacts from event logs: Structural
overview (cf. [7])

A. Derivation rules for MXML and XES

Table I gives an overview what kind of role engineering

artifacts can be derived from MXML and XES formats. The

details of this derivation are discussed below.

Table I
MODEL ELEMENTS TO DERIVE ROLE ENGINEERING ARTIFACTS FROM

MXML AND XES FORMAT

element subelement Role engineering artifact

MXML

WorkflowLog Source Candidate OBJECT

AuditTrailEntry

WorkflowModel-

Element

Candidate PERMISSION and

Candidate OPERATION

EventType Candidate PERMISSION and

Candidate OPERATION

Originator Candidate SUBJECT

event element key Role engineering artifact

XES string

concept:name Candidate PERMISSION and

Candidate OPERATION

lifecycle:transistion Candidate PERMISSION and

Candidate OPERATION

org:resource Candidate SUBJECT

org:role Candidate ROLE

The following derivation rules are applied to MXML (see

also Table I):

• The subelement Source of a WorkflowLog serves as

candidate object for the RBAC model. A source defines

the information system from which the event log is

extracted. All permissions derived from the event log are

therefore associated with this candidate object.

• The WorkflowModelElement of an AuditTrailEntry

in MXML identifies a candidate permission. Here, the

name of the WorkflowModelElement is also used to

determine the name of the corresponding candidate op-

eration. With respect to the example in Listing 1, the

candidate permission and operation ”check for complete-

ness” are derived and associated with the candidate object

”Credit application software”, the information system for

which the operation is permitted.

• Since the EventType of an AuditTrailEntry in

MXML specifies the recorded event, it can serve as



more detailed candidate permission. If available, this

more detailed candidate permission is composed of the

EventType and WorkflowModelElement subelements

of an AuditTrailEntry. Again, the name of the can-

didate permission also determines the name of the cor-

responding candidate operation. For example, the previ-

ously defined candidate permission ”check for complete-

ness” can be refined by the EventType with the name

”complete” of the corresponding AuditTrailEntry.

The name of the corresponding artifacts is then ”complete

check for completeness”.

• A candidate subject is identified by the Originator

element. This candidate subject is the performer of the

associated task instance (candidate permission) in the

information system (candidate object). From Listing 1,

the candidate subject ”Alice” with her detailed candidate

permission ”complete check for completeness” can be

derived (see above).

For log files in XES the following derivation rules are

applied (see also Table I):

• In XES the information system that records the business

process execution has no unique identifier. However, in

XES role engineers can define an agreed classifier or key

a priori that serves as identifier for the candidate object.

In Listing 2, the element with the key source serves

as candidate object with the name ”Credit application

software”.

• The string element of an event with the key

concept:name identifies a candidate permission. As in

MXML the name of a candidate permission also identifies

its respective operation.

• The event type that is defined via a string element

with the lifecycle:transistion key serves as a

specialized candidate permission. From the log excerpt

in Listing 2, the name of the event ”check for com-

pleteness” (concept:name) and event type ”complete”

(lifecycle:transistion) are used to derive the com-

posed candidate permission ”complete check for com-

pleteness”.

• The organizational extension in XES can relate a re-

source, role, or group to an event (see [9]). There-

fore, the candidate subject is identified in XES by the

org:resource key (key of event’s string subelement).

• With the organizational extension a candidate role can

be identified easily by event’s subelement with the key

org:role. In this case, the candidate permission iden-

tified from the corresponding event is assigned to the

identified role. In Listing 2, the candidate role ”Bank

Clerk” is derived with the specialized candidate permis-

sion ”complete check for completeness” (see above).

For the purposes of this paper, candidate roles and candidate

role-hierarchies are defined via the relation between origi-

nators and tasks. Therefore, all permissions derived for one

candidate subject are associated to a single candidate role.

In the next step, roles with identical permissions or partially

identical permissions are merged. The established relations

between roles in the previous step then form a role-hierarchy.

Hence, subjects are assigned to the same candidate role when

they perform similar tasks, i.e. having similar characteristics

in process execution.

B. Derivation by means of an example

The derivation for candidate role engineering artifacts will

be demonstrated in the following example using a slightly

changed credit card application process and its simulated event

log from [15]1. Figure 6 shows the credit application process

as Petri net [17]. The credit card application process starts

with an applicant submitting an application. A bank clerk

checks the completeness of this application and can request

more information to complete this check. The application is

passed on to the manager after checking the applicant’s income

and credit history. The manager decides whether to accept or

reject the application. In both cases the applicant is notified.

For an accepted application the approval is completed by the

production of a credit card and its delivery to the applicant

(see also [15]).

receive application

check for completeness get more information

check loan amount

make decision

notify acceptance

deliver credit card

notify rejection

perform checks for

large amount

perform checks for

small amount

Figure 6. Credit card application process modeled as Petri net (simplified)

Using the derivation rules from Section III-A, Figure 7

visualizes the relations between the candidate role engineering

artifacts for the running example. Note, that in this example the

event log only includes the event types ”start” and ”complete”

for a task instance, which are executed subsequently by the

same subject. For this reason, no specialized permissions are

derived in this example.

For the event log from [15] adjusted for this paper, the

”Credit application software” (ob1) identifies the information

1For the purpose of this paper the provided event log in MXML format was
converted to XES (draft version 1.0, revision 1) using OpenXES (for details
see [16]).
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system that is used to record all events and is therefore the

candidate object for all derived candidate operations of this

event log (see also Figure 7). Analyzing the event log, the

bank clerk ”Bob” seems to have a special position because he

is the only one allowed to start and complete the tasks ”make

decision” (op1) and ”perform checks for large amount” (op2).

In particular cases, he also performs ”notify acceptance” (op3)

and ”notify rejection” (op4). Likewise, Michael is the only

one executing the task ”perform checks for small amount”

(op5). The remaining tasks ”check for completeness” (op6),

”get more info” (op7), ”check loan amount” (op8), and ”deliver

credit card” (op9) are executed by each participant (except

Bob) at least once. Based on these results, a role-hierarchy

can be established with a role (r1) having the permission

to fulfill the tasks op6, op7, op8 and op9. Another role (r2)

is defined for the task ”perform checks for small amount”

(op5) to which Michael is assigned. The role r3 is defined

with the candidate operations ”notify acceptance” (op3) and

”notify rejection” (op4) that is owned by every participant

of the process. Finally, a senior role (r4) is defined for Bob

that inherits the permissions of r3 and has additionally the

permissions ”make decision” (op1) and ”perform checks for

large amount” (op2).

In general, the procedure is applicable in any process-aware

information system in order to extract access control policies.

The predefined meaning of MXML attributes/elements and the

classifiers of XES can serve for the identification of similar

tasks across boundaries of a single information system.

Furthermore, by analyzing the process instances one can

identify candidate dynamic separation of duty constraints

(DSoD). Dynamic separation of duty constraints enforce that

two mutual exclusive tasks or roles are not assigned to the

same subject at the same time (see, e.g., [18]). This means,

originators exist that are able to perform certain task instances,

but not in the same process instance. For the simulated event

log used in this paper, the three participants Alice, Clare,

and Michael execute the tasks ”check for completeness” and

”deliver credit card” but never in the same process instance.

Thus, a candidate DSoD constraints on these tasks for the three

participants could be derived. This identification of candidate

DSoD constraints is also possible for roles or groups.

However, note that the role engineering artifacts derived

from the event log formats are only candidate artifacts and

are subject to a subsequent selection and/or refinement per-

formed by human role engineers. This means, after the role

engineering artifacts are fed into the role engineering tool they

can be renamed or deleted (see, e.g., [11]). Thus, a certain

candidate artifact can be refined if its frequency in the event

log is too low to record an execution for more than one subject.

This may be the case with the candidate permission ”perform

checks for small amount” (op5) for which the respective task

execution is recorded just twice and only for Michael in the

simulated event log example. Most likely this permission will

be assigned to the role r1 to which Michael is also assigned,

and therefore the role r1 and role r2 form a single role.

IV. RELATED WORK

The present work is related to process mining, an approach

to extract information about business processes from event

logs [19]. In [20], Song and van der Aalst focused on organi-

zational mining to discover and extend organization and com-

munication structures from event logs. Therefore, they made

use of process mining techniques to discover relationships of

resources, roles, functional units and activities to establish

organizational models and social networks. In [21], Crerie

et al. introduced an approach to examine security aspects

by means of process mining. They applied process mining

techniques to automatically discover business rules from event

logs. These business rules define how activities should be

executed to satisfy organization’s structure and goals.

In addition to process mining, this work is related to role

mining. In role mining, data mining techniques are used to

detect patterns in a set of access permissions [22]. Subse-

quently, these patterns are used to derive candidate RBAC

policy sets. In [23], Frank et al. reviewed preexisting business

information, e.g. organizational hierarchy or job descriptions,

to determine their relevance for the role mining process.

Afterwards, relevant business information is considered for

the creation of roles via role mining. A similar approach

is presented by Colantonio et al. [24], who included roles

in a candidate role set on the basis of available business

information.

Selected work exists that aims to determine role engineering

artifacts from process descriptions to automate steps of the role

engineering process. Mendling et al. [6] proposed an approach

that integrates BPEL (Business Process Execution Language)

and RBAC on the meta-model level and describes how certain

RBAC artifacts can be derived automatically from BPEL

processes. Further, Wolter et al. [25] provided authorization

constraint artifacts as extension for the BPMN 1.0 meta-model.

Subsequently, they proposed a mapping from selected meta-

model entities of BPMN and enforceable XACML (eXtensible

Access Control Markup Language) policies.

In [7] a generic approach for the derivation of role engineer-

ing artifacts from scenario and process models is introduced.

While this approach is independent of a specific modeling

language, the authors presented an exemplary derivation of

role engineering artifacts from UML activity and interaction



diagrams as well as BPMN collaboration diagrams. They

used the XMI (XML Metadata Interchange) format as vendor-

independent interchange format to identify and automatically

derive different role engineering artifacts.

The present paper provides an approach for the automated

derivation of role engineering artifacts from event logs, which

represent the actual execution of business processes in process-

aware information systems. In general, process mining as well

as role mining methods can be used in combination to the

presented application of this paper. In principle, this work can

complement each of the above mentioned approaches, espe-

cially considering process-related information for the creation

of RBAC policy sets.

V. CONCLUSION

Scenario-driven role engineering is a systematic approach to

define and maintain customized RBAC models. It depends on

human factors and cannot be completely automated. However,

the automated derivation of role engineering from existing

process descriptions can ease role engineering tasks and help

to facilitate monotonic and thereby error-prone tasks. This

paper presents an approach to extract role engineering artifacts

from event logs stored in MXML and XES standard format.

These event logs reflect the execution of business processes

in process-aware information systems. Human role engineers

as well as domain experts from the respective organization

can adapt and refine the derived candidate role engineering

artifacts in order to specify a tailored RBAC model.

The presented approach can be combined with regular

process mining methods, e.g. the discovery of process mod-

els. The discovery of process models from event logs and

derived RBAC policy sets from the same event log may

give a better insight into the business processes including

security issues. They can serve as basis for the communication

between process and security experts in an organization when

reengineering business processes.

In our future work, we will explore how this approach can

be combined with the generic approach presented in [7]. More-

over, experiments are needed to fully explore the derivation

of candidate roles and role-hierarchies. The intention is to

integrate organizational mining and role mining methods to

derive roles and role-hierarchies and, therefore, comprehensive

RBAC models.
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